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Previous studies of the hydraulic conductivity of connective tissues have failed to sh
correspondence between ultrastructure and specific hydraulic conductivity. We use
technique of quick-freeze/deep-etch to examine the ultrastructure of the corneal s
and then utilized morphometric studies to compute the specific hydraulic conductiv
the corneal stroma. Our studies demonstrated ultrastructural elements of the extrace
matrix of the corneal stroma that are not seen using conventional electron microsc
techniques. Furthermore, we found that these structures may be responsible for ge
ing the high flow resistance characteristic of connective tissues. From analysis of m
graphs corrected for depth-of-field effects, we used Carmen-Kozeny theory to bo
morphometrically determined specific hydraulic conductivity of the corneal stroma
tween 0.46310214 and 10.3310214 cm2. These bounds encompass experimentally m
sured values in the literature of 0.5310214 to 2310214 cm2. The largest source of
uncertainty was due to the depth-of-field estimates that ranged from 15 to 51 nm; a
estimate would substantially reduce the uncertainty of these morphometrically determ
values. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1351888#
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1 Introduction
The interstitial spaces in connective tissues are, for the m

part, perfused with a flow of fluid that transports nutrients a
removes waste products. These flows include the lymphatic fl
that permeates the interstitium and more specialized flows suc
occur in cartilage@1#, intervertebral disk@2#, the glomerular base
ment membrane@3#, the arachnoid villi in the brain@4#, and the
aqueous outflow system in the eye@5#. Flow through these tissue
is described by Darcy’s law for flow through porous media, rel
ing superficial fluid velocity,U, to the pressure gradient,¹P,

U52
K

m
¹P (1)

where m is the fluid viscosity andK is the specific hydraulic
conductivity of the tissue@6#.

While K has been experimentally measured for a wide vari
of connective tissues, previous attempts to predictK based on the
ultrastructure of the extracellular matrix as seen by electron
croscopy have been unsuccessful@5,6#. This is likely due to col-
lapse of glycosaminoglycans caused by conventional elect
microscopic tissue preparation methods@7#, and the concomitan
loss of the fine structures of the extracellular matrix or actual l
of the materials themselves.

Quick-freeze/deep-etch is a technique that has been show
better preserve the ultrastructure of the extracellular matrix
compared to conventional techniques@8#. Briefly, the tissue is
very rapidly frozen, fractured and then ‘‘etched’’ by a process
which vitrified water is sublimated away at the fractured surfa
leaving only frozen matrix behind. This frozen matrix is the
rotary shadowed with a platinum/carbon mixture, creating a r
lica that is backed with more carbon for stability. The tissue
then dissolved away and the replica is viewed using a trans
sion electron microscope.
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In the current study, we have used quick-freeze/deep-etc
examine the ultrastructure of the extracellular matrix of the bov
corneal stroma. Corneal stroma was chosen as it is a relati
homogeneous structure with known specific hydraulic conduc
ity @9–13#. Using electron micrographs of the quick-freeze/dee
etch replicas, we computed the specific hydraulic conductivity
this tissue using conventional porous media theories while inc
porating stereological corrections for the depth-of-field of the i
age. The values ofK computed from the micrographs were com
pared with experimental values available in the literature.

2 Methods

2.1 Conventional and Quick-FreezeÕDeep-Etch Transmis-
sion Electron Micrographs. Fresh enucleated calf eyes we
obtained from a local abattoir~Arena and Sons, Hopkinton, MA!
within 1 hour of death. The enucleated eyes were opened a
equator and the lens and anterior uvea were removed. The rem
ing cornea and scleral rim were immersion fixed in 2 perc
formaldehyde/2.5 percent glutaraldehyde in phosphate bu
(pH 7.4) for one hour. The corneas were then cut into 232 mm
pieces and washed in phosphate buffered saline.

For conventional EM preparation, specimens were postfixed
1 percent osmium tetraoxide and 1.5 percent potassium ferro
nide in distilled water, and then dehydrated and embedded in
Epon-Araldite mixture. Ultrathin sections~90 nm! were cut on an
ultramicrotome, counter-stained with uranyl acetate and lead
rate, and then examined with a Phillips-300 electron microsco

For quick-freeze/deep-etch, the specimens were mounted on
mm gold specimen carriers with a thin layer of 25 percent po
vinyl alcohol ~Gelvatol 20–30; Monsanto, Springfield, MA! in 25
percent glycerol. The specimens were then rapidly frozen in liq
propane ~2180 to 2190°C! using the BAL-TEC TFD 010
plunge-freeze and transfer device~BAL-TEC limited, Principality
of Liechtenstein!. The frozen specimens were stored in liquid n
trogen until transferred into a cold stage~2150°C! in Balzers
freeze-fracture device~BAF-301; Balzers High Vacuum, Sant
Ana, CA!.

Specimen holder was warmed to2100°C and fractured at the
same temperature in a vacuum of 1027 torr. The fractured surface
was etched for 20–30 minutes by placing the cooled kn
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~2180°C! above the specimen, to expose the tissue structure.
lowing etching, the specimens were rotary shadowed at a 20
angle with platinum-carbon. The estimated electron dense coa
thickness using this method was approximately 1.5–2.0 nm
determined by a quartz crystal thin film monitor. Replicas we
strengthened by evaporation of carbon at an angle of 90
Following shadowing, the specimen with the replica coating w
stored in methanol overnight and then digested in 5 percent
dium hypochlorite containing 10–15 percent potassium hydr
ide. The remaining replicas are washed several times in dist
water and floated onto copper Gilder grids~Electron Microscopy
Sciences, Ft. Washington, PA!. The replicas were examined an
pictures taken using a Phillips-300 transmission electron mic
scope~Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands!. Some stereo image
~66 deg! of the replicas were generated on a Phillips-300 tra
mission electron microscope outfitted with a goniometer~Philips,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands!.

2.2 Calculation ofK Using Carmen-Kozeny Theory. Car-
men @14# and Kozeny presented a general expression that re
the specific hydraulic conductivity of a porous medium to geom
ric parameters characterizing that medium, in particular, the
rosity ~«: ratio of volume available for fluid flow to total tissu
volume! and the specific surface area~a: ratio of wetted surface
area of fluid flow channels to total tissue volume!:

K5
«3

k0a2 (2)

wherek0 is the Kozeny constant that depends weakly on geom
of the flow passages, and for«.0.9, depends strongly on« @15#.
For «,0.8,k0 is not very sensitive to geometry or porosity, and
usually reported to have a value of 4–7@5,14,16–18#. In this
study, we use a value of 5 for the Kozeny constant as the poro
is always found to be less than 0.8 in the corneal stroma~note that
the porosity, defined by the channel area available for fluid flo
is different than the water fraction of the tissue which is mu
higher: see Section 4!.

Our goal was to determine« anda from the micrographs and
then use equation~2! to computeK. This was the approach take
by Ethier et al.@5# to characterize the hydraulic conductivity o
the juxtacanalicular connective tissue in the eye. However,
considerations prevent simple application of this formula. Fi
the Carmen-Kozeny relationship is valid for a homogeneous
trix containing a single characteristic dimension; corneal stro
contains both collagen fibrils, with a typical diameter of 36 n
@19#, and an interfibrillar matrix with a much smaller character
tic dimension. Second, the quick-freeze/deep-etch replicas
three-dimensional objects that are projected onto a t
dimensional micrograph. Stereologic theory is required to re
the projected image to the three-dimensional structure. While
former consideration is considered below, the stereologic theo
more complicated and is discussed in the next section.

The two hydrodynamic length scales in the cornea can be
dressed in detail by using Debye-Brinkman theory@20#. However,
when these two length scales are quite disparate, the major ef
of the larger fibrils are simply to decrease the cross-sectional
available for flow, and to increase the tortuosity of the flow pa
If the volume fraction of the corneal stroma isFc , then the spe-
cific hydraulic conductivity of the stroma~K! can be related to the
interfibrillar specific hydraulic conductivity (Ki) as @21,20#:

K5Ki

12Fc

11Fc
(3)

As the collagen fraction of the cornea is well-known, our goal w
to determineKi of the interfibrillar regions from the quick-freeze
deep-etch micrographs. We used a value ofFc50.29 based on
data obtained from x-ray synchrotron analysis@19#.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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2.3 Determination of Porosity and Specific Surface in the
Interfibrillar Region. Micrographs were scanned into TIFF fo
mat using a flatbed SilverScan II image scanner~La Cie USA,
Oregon! at 400 pixels per cm. Image analysis was performed
ing NIH Image version 1.62 on a Macintosh G3. Prior to analys
pixel values were inverted so that darker regions correspond o
passages. As we were interested in the specific hydraulic con
tivity of the interfibrillar space, regions between collagen fibr
were outlined for subsequent analysis.

To define the passages available for flow in the interfibril
space, a threshold pixel value was selected and all pixels da
than this threshold value were considered to be available for fl
flow. The assignment of the threshold pixel value was necessa
somewhat subjective, and was complicated by contrast gradi
inherent in picture development. To account for this variability
range of threshold values was chosen visually using NIH Imag
subjectively set the minimum and maximum pore sizes. An
ample of this thresholding is shown in Figs. 3b ~low threshold!
and 3c ~high threshold!.

After the pores had been identified using the thresholding p
cedure, NIH image was used to compute the total pore area
area of analysis~«8! and total perimeter per area of analysis~a8!.
The following adjustments were made to the perimeter result
termined using NIH Image:~i! the artifactual perimeter resulting
from the intersection of a pore with the boundary of the interfib
lar region was subtracted and~ii ! the unaccounted internal perim
eter of an annularlike pore was added.

To compute the specific hydraulic conductivity of the tissue,
required « and a, which are parameters describing the thre
dimensional tissue ultrastructure. To estimate these param
from «8 and a8, the parameters measured using the tw
dimensional morphometric image, we followed the general ster
logic formulation of Miles@22# and Underwood@23#. The detailed
derivation of the stereological equations is given in the Append

The resulting relationships are found to be

«85« expS 2aD f

4« D (4a)

a85
ap

4
expS 2aD f

4« D F11
D f

Dp
1

aD f

4« G (4b)

whereD f is the depth-of-field of the projected image~the micro-
graph! andDp ~defined in the Appendix! is a characteristic dimen
sion of a typical particle comprising the interfibrillar networ
Note that for vanishingly smallD f , equation ~4a! yields the
Delesse principle@24# that «85«, as assumed by Ethier et al.@5#
in their analysis. The limiting behavior of equation~4b! shows
thata85pa/4 @25#, which is different than that assumed by Ethi
et al. ~they assumed thata85a!.

To use equations~4a! and~4b! to solve for« anda, we required
two additional parameters:Dp andD f . Dp is a weak function of
particle shape and as shown in the Appendix, its value can
bounded as

3p

2

12«

a
<Dp<2p

12«

a
(5)

Equation~5! ~either the lower or upper limit, as appropriate! was
substituted into equation~4!, allowing «8 anda8 to be determined
as a function of«, a andD f . For a particular value of«8, a8 and
D f , « anda were determined numerically.

The depth-of-field of the replicas is determined by the depth
which the platinum-carbon mixture penetrates into the expos
etched corneal tissue.D f would be expected to depend on~i! the
angle of the evaporation gun relative to the plane of corneal tis
and ~ii ! the porosity of the tissue. An increase in either of the
two parameters would be expected to decrease the probabili
intersection of the platinum atoms with the tissue at any horizo
plane and thus increaseD f . However, we know of no experimen
tal studies verifying these theoretical considerations.
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 155
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To measureD f , stereo images of the replica were generat
and the maximum penetration depth was estimated from the r
tive displacements between structures in two micrographs o
given replica taken with a16 deg and a26 deg rotation, respec-
tively, using a goniometer. The vertical distance (Dy) between
two structures that appeared on an image was calculated asDy
5D l /2 sinu whereu56 deg is the goniometer angle set on th
microscope,l is the horizontal distance between two interfibrilla
structures identified on both micrographs, andD l is the change in
that distance due to the rotation of the replica through 2u. To
minimize the chance of including vertical displacements due
large scale surface undulations,l was kept below a threshold o
100 nm. By taking several measurements in a particular in
fibrillar area, a range ofDy was determined.D f of that interfibril-
lar region was set to be the maximum value ofDy found in that
region. The procedure was repeated in five interfibrillar regio
per pair of stereo images to determine a range of values forD f .

With a range of values forDp and D f determined, equations
~4a! and~4b! were used to find a range of values for« anda for
a given mean value of«8 anda8, and then equations~2! and ~3!
were applied compute a range of specific hydraulic conductiv
~K! of the corneal stroma. These values were then compared
experimental measurements in the literature.

3 Results

3.1 Computation Validation of Stereologic Theory. To
validate the stereological equations~4a! and ~4b!, predictions
from the theory were compared to numerical results obtained fr
ten computational constructs of monodisperse arrays of nonin
penetrating spheres~0.5 units in radius! randomly positioned in a
three-dimensional space~20320320! with «50.80. The spheres
were then numerically projected onto a two-dimensional surf
for different values ofD f , and values of«8 and a8 were com-
puted.

Figure 1 shows a comparison between the numerical res
from the sphere arrays and the predictions from the stereolog
theory with Dp5(3p/2)(12«)/a. The agreement is excellen
Note that while«8 decreases uniformly asD f increases,a8 shows
nonmonotonic behavior that increases with increasingD f for
aD f /4«,1 and then decreases again toward zero for larger va
of D f .

Fig. 1 «8 and a8Õ„paÕ4… computed for randomly placed „nonin-
terpenetrating … spheres that were numerically projected on a
two-dimensional surface as a function of aDf Õ4« with «Ä0.8.
Squares are numerical results for «8, circles for a8Õ„paÕ4…. Error
bars represent standard error. The solid line is prediction of
equation „4a…; the dashed line is prediction of equation „4b…
with DpÄ„3pÕ2…„1À«…Õa.
156 Õ Vol. 123, APRIL 2001
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Fig. 2 „a… Conventional transmission electron micrograph of
bovine corneal stroma with characteristic collagen banding
pattern, „b… quick-freeze Õdeep-etch micrograph of bovine cor-
neal stroma. Note the enhanced resolution of the interfibrillar
structures; bars: 50 nm.

Fig. 3 „a… Typical interfibrillar network chosen for specific hy-
draulic conductivity analysis; „b… high threshold image of open-
spaces available for fluid flow that include 32.8 percent of the
pixels „shown in white: pixel value Ì165: arbitrary units …; „c…
low threshold image of open-spaces available for fluid flow that
include 17.8 percent of the pixels „pixel value Ì210…. Ã345,000;
bar: 50 nm
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 Gray-scale histogram of the interfibrillar region shown in Fig. 3. Higher
pixel values correspond to darker spaces. The high and low threshold limits
are shown with the pixels on the right of each limit being defined as contribut-
ing to the open-spaces available for fluid flow.
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3.2 Quick-FreezeÕDeep-Etch Images of Corneal Stroma.
Figure 2a shows a micrograph of the corneal stroma taken us
conventional electron microscopy showing collagen fibers that
generally aligned in parallel arrays as would be expected in
corneal stroma. Figure 2b shows an image of the same tiss
taken using quick-freeze/deep-etch; the enhanced resolution
using quick-freeze/deep etch is stunning, demonstrating m
greater ultrastructure in the interfibrillar matrix.

The three-dimensional appearance displays several interfib
structures which include unbranched, filamentous structures
are perpendicular to and appear to connect to adjacent coll
fibers ~short arrows!, while other branched filamentous structur
form an interconnected network parallel to the collagen fib
~long arrows!. In stereo pairs~not shown!, these filamentous struc
tures appear to connect to adjacent collagen fibers in diffe
directions.

Fig. 5 Interfibrillar porosity „«… of the hydrodynamically sig-
nificant spaces as a function of depth-of-field „Df…. Two fami-
lies of curves are shown, one for a low threshold level, the
other high. For each threshold level, the shaded region repre-
sents the influence of particle shape †equation „5…‡. The arrows
indicate the minimum and maximum values of Df .
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The diameter of the collagen fibers~23.660.5 nm; mean6S.E.!
observed in the conventional TEM image are less than those
ues observed in the quick-freeze/deep-etch image~32.660.7 nm!,
consistent with the findings of other investigators that have u
quick-freeze/deep-etch@26,27#. There is also an increased appa
ent density of collagen fibrils in Fig. 2a as compared with Fig. 2b.
This is likely due to the greater depth-of-field of the convention
TEM image ~90 nm, the section thickness!, as compared to the
quick-freeze/deep-etch image~15–51 nm: see below!.

3.3 Morphometric Analysis of the Hydraulic Conductivity
of Corneal Stroma. Figure 3a shows a typical interfibrillar re-
gion that was chosen for analysis. Figure 3b shows those pixels as
white whose gray scale value is greater~i.e., darker! than the high
threshold limit~large pores! for determining spaces that are ava
able for fluid flow; Fig. 3c shows the analogous figure for the lo
threshold limit~small pores!. Figure 4 illustrates the relative po
sition of these threshold limits on a histogram of the pixel valu
determined from Fig. 3a. This histogram and relative position o
threshold limits is representative of the other interfibrillar regio

Fig. 6 Interfibrillar specific surface „a… of the hydrodynami-
cally significant spaces as a function of depth-of-field „Df…. La-
bels as in Fig. 5.
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 157
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analyzed in this study. While these limits are admittedly som
what subjective, they allow us to quantify the influence of po
size upon the specific hydraulic conductivity (Ki). For all values
of D f investigated,Ki never varied more than threefold betwe
the minimum and maximum threshold limits.

Five micrographs were analyzed from three bovine corneas
analyze variations ofKi within a single micrograph,«8 and a8
were determined for each of five different interfibrillar regio
within each micrograph. Averages were determined as
weighted-mean of these 25 measurements, with the weighting
tor equal to the interfibrillar area of each region. To compute«
anda and therebyKi , D f was determined separately from thre
stereo images made from these same replicas.D f was found to
vary between 15 and 51 nm with a mean value of 2863 nm
~mean6S.E.,n515). No relationship was seen betweenD f and
either«8 or a8, but our data set was too small to reach any sta
tical conclusions.

The morphometric analysis yielded minimum threshold valu
of «850.12860.015 anda850.08660.006 nm21 and maximum
threshold values of«850.24960.016 anda850.12760.005 nm21

~average6S.E.!. Intramicrograph variability of«8 anda8 between
different interfibrillar regions average 26 and 19 percent, resp
tively. Using equations~4! and~5!, « anda were determined from
the mean values of«8 and a8 as a function ofD f , as shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. Two families of curves are shown on each plot w
each set of curves referring to a single level of thresholding.
each threshold level, two curves are shown, representing the
fluence ofDp , as it varies between a sphere and a cylinder@equa-
tion ~5!#. In an analogous fashion, using equations~2!, ~4!, and
~5!, Ki is predicted as a function ofD f , as shown in Fig. 7.

Using 15 nm,D f,51 nm, and the range of curves seen in F
7, Ki is found to vary between 0.84310214 cm2 and 18.7
310214 cm2. Using equation~3!, we find morphometrically deter
mined specific hydraulic conductivity of the corneal stroma
vary between 0.46310214 cm2 and 10.3310214 cm2. These
bounds include the range of values available in the experime
literature: 0.5310214 cm2 and 2310214 cm2 @9–13#. Further-
more, if we use the mean value forD f of 28 nm, we find that the
morphometrically determined specific hydraulic conductivity
the corneal stroma to vary between 1.4310214 and 3.6
310214 cm2, in very good agreement with experimentally me
sured values.

4 Discussion
While the hydraulic conductivities of a wide-variety of conne

tive tissues have been measured experimentally@6#, theories that
predict the hydraulic conductivity of a connective tissue ba
upon either its composition or its morphological description ha
had, at best, limited success@5,6,28,29#. This discrepancy stems
at least in part, from the well-known difficulty of preserving th
ultrastructure of glycosaminoglycans~GAGs! in conventional

Fig. 7 Interfibrillar specific hydraulic conductivity „K i… as a
function of depth-of-field „Df…. Labels as in Fig. 5.
158 Õ Vol. 123, APRIL 2001
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electron micrographs@7#. The highly charged GAGs, which main
tain the structure of connective tissue@30#, are bound to many
extracellular moieties, and the collapse of the GAGs caused
heavy metal staining likely has significant effects on the ult
structural appearance of the extracellular matrix.

We have demonstrated that morphometrically determined
dictions of the specific hydraulic conductivity of a connective t
sue, as seen by quick-freeze/deep etch, bound the experimen
measured values. Our predicted range of values spanned app
mately one order of magnitude (0.46310214 cm2 to 10.3
310214 cm2). This variability was due in large part to uncertain
in the determination of the depth-of-field of the replicas~see be-
low!. Use of the mean value for this parameter gave predicti
for specific hydraulic conductivity (1.4310214 to 3.6
310214 cm2) that were in very good agreement with experime
tally measured values (0.5310214 to 2310214 cm2).

Our work using quick-freeze/deep-etch confirms that far be
ultrastructural preservation of the corneal extracellular matrix
obtained using this technique as opposed to conventional elec
microscopic techniques~Fig. 2!. The excellent preservation of ul
trastructural detail is most apparent in the interfibrillar mat
structure. We visualized filamentous structures that were perp
dicular to and appear to connect adjacent collagen fibers,
other filamentous structures that form an interconnected netw
parallel to the collagen fibers. Similar observations have b
made by other investigators using the quick-freeze/deep etch t
nique on corneal stroma@26,31#. However, we have not yet deter
mined the identity of these structures. While these structu
might be glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans~biglycan, decorin or
lumican!, type VI collagen, or BIG H3@32–35#, identification of
these structures will require use of immunogold methodolo
and/or enzymatic digestion studies.

Quick-freeze/deep-etch yields measurements of collagen fi
diameter that are similar to those obtained using freeze subs
tion and x-ray synchrotron examination, techniques develope
minimize preparation artifacts associated with standard trans
sion electron microscopy@36,19#. Glutaraldehyde fixation, used in
this study for both conventional transmission electron microsc
and quick-freeze/deep-etch, induces a negligible change in
interfiber collagen spacing but leads to an increase in colla
fiber diameter of approximately 5 percent@37#. Subsequent dehy
dration and resin embedding during conventional processing
creases both collagen fiber diameter and interfiber spa
@19,37#.

One potential caveat regarding these new structures that
have visualized is that we are viewing a replica of the tissue
involves the deposition of a platinum/carbon coating on an und
lying substrate. One might make the analogy of examining bus
after a snowstorm. While the profile of the bush might be we
characterized by the snow, the finer structure of the leaves, i
vidual branches and the spaces between them could be obs
by the surface coating. This same phenomenon occurs in our
licas.

The platinum-carbon layer coats the tissue with a layer tha
approximately 1.5 nm thick~as controlled by a quartz crystal thi
film monitor!. This coating layer will decrease the apparent size
openings through which fluid can flow, and thereby decrease
apparent hydraulic conductivity of this tissue, as determined
morphometric analysis. The effect of this layer on the calcula
value ofK can be estimated by considering the average hydra
diameter of the corneal stroma, which can be estimated as t
cally done in porous media as 4«/a. Using «50.6 anda50.13
nm21 ~see Figs. 5 and 6!, we find a hydraulic diameter of 18 nm
While the coating thickness is non-negligible, it can be seen th
will not affect the order-of-magnitude of our estimate; however
does suggest that our calculated value ofK is likely to be a lower
bound.

We found a porosity of the open-space~«! of between 55 and
75 percent~mean value ofD f : see Fig. 4!. However, the cornea is
Transactions of the ASME
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known to have a water content of approximately 80 percent
the interfibrillar space has a water content higher than this@19#.
This would lead to the conclusion that while the open-spaces
viewed are genuine, there are likely many small open-spa
within the intefibrillar matrix that are not visualized due to th
coating layer.

Indeed, our predictions of interfibrillar space available for flu
flow ~«50.420.8! are much smaller than would be expect
based on the reported interfibrillar volume fractions of ext
collagenous material (fGAG59.531023 and fPG52.4331022)
which would lead one to anticipate a value of« of roughly 0.975
@15,5,6#. Part of this difference would likely result from the pre
ence of type VI collagen, which is known to exist in the bovi
corneal stroma@38# and has been shown to be present in h
concentrations~17 to 25 percent of corneal dry weight@34#!
within the interfibrillar space of the human corneal stroma@39#.
Furthermore, there is certainly a significant reduction in op
space due to the coating layer that preferentially obscures
smaller intramolecular and intermolecular spaces. Due to
smaller hydrodynamic diameter of these openings, however,
through these pathways would presumably be negligible c
pared to the flow through the more hydrodynamically signific
pores that we have identified. With flow confined to the larg
pores observed on the replicas, we are justified in the use
Kozeny constant of 5 appropriate for a low porosity~«,0.8! po-
rous medium@17#.

The success of our model in bounding the available experim
tal data is encouraging and suggests that we may indeed be
alizing the ultrastructural components of the extracellular ma
responsible for generating the flow resistance of the corn
stroma. However, there are several other assumptions made i
hydrodynamic analysis that must be recognized. These include
determination of the depth-of-field of the replicas, the role
thresholding in defining the hydraulically significant spaces a
the assumption of a homogenous pore size in the porous me
necessary to allow use of Carmen-Kozeny theory.

The depth-of-field has the largest effect upon our estimate
hydraulic permeability, yielding order-of-magnitude changes
the range ofD f investigated. The depth to which the platinum
carbon mixture penetrates the etched tissue may vary betw
interfibrillar regions due to differences in evaporation rate a
inhomogeneities in tissue structure. No one value ofD f could be
used to describe each of the 25 interfibrillar regions analyze
this study. We thus attempted to determine a range ofD f that
would include an appropriate depth-of-field for each region. T
range was determined from the maximum and minimum value
D f measured from the deepest observed structures in three o
corneal stereo micrographs included in this study. This range
represents our most conservative estimate ofD f that contributes to
our predicted range of hydraulic permeability.

Thresholding necessarily introduced a subjective element
our characterization of the hydrodynamically significant spac
These threshold limits were carefully chosen to bound the ra
of visually acceptable pore size. The high threshold limit~Fig. 3b!
was defined as the pixel value where the pore perimeter bega
encroach upon the interfibrillar structure. Increasing the thresh
beyond this limit would incorporate into these pores those pix
that are visually interpreted to be part of the matrix structure. T
low threshold limit ~Fig. 3c! was chosen to represent the min
mum acceptable pore size, where further reductions in thres
would result in an inordinate erosion of pore perimeter leading
disjoint pore subunits. The threshold limits thus represent
most conservative estimates of the upper and lower bound
pore size. We demonstrated that when comparing the lowest
sonable threshold value to the highest, we saw a change o
proximately a factor of 2.5, which is substantially less than
changes observed by the determined range of depth-of-field. T
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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while it would be desirable to define more quantitative estima
of pore size, the subjective aspects of the analysis do not fun
mentally affect our conclusions.

Carmen-Kozeny theory implicitly assumes that a single p
size characterizes the porous medium. This can be seen by e
ining equation~2!: if a medium is composed of two pores size
one large, the other very small, then the only contribution of
small pores will be to increasea, and thus decreaseK. However,
the Kelvin minimum energy theorem can be used to show t
adding pores to a porous medium cannot, for conditions of v
cous flow, decreaseK @40#. As the magnification of an image i
increased, the fractal nature of most objects leads to the add
of tiny pores to the morphological description of a medium th
Carmen-Kozney theory would necessarily have to exclude.
considered this phenomenon by varying the size of the minim
pore diameter we included in our hydrodynamic analysis a
found that this phenomenon is not significant in a homogene
structure such as the corneal stroma~data not shown!.

Our studies have demonstrated that the quick-freeze/deep
technique can visualize ultrastructural elements of the extrace
lar matrix of the corneal stroma that are not seen using conv
tional techniques, and these structures may responsible for ge
ating the high flow resistance characteristic of connective tiss
We have further demonstrated that when examining connec
tissues at these high levels of resolution, quantitative analy
require advanced stereological corrections to be employed to
rect for a variety of artifacts, most notably the depth-of-field of t
image.

It is appropriate to end by commenting on the physiologi
relevance of corneal hydraulic conductivity. While flow throug
corneal stroma under normal conditions has been obse
@41,42#, this flow has not been shown to have physiological i
portance. However, flow through other connective tissue matr
such as cartilage@43#, renal glomerulus@3#, and the aqueous out
flow system in the eye@44# have high physiological significance
Corneal stroma is a useful model system for studying extracell
matrix hydraulic conductivity using this morphometric techniq
because it is a very well characterized tissue whose hydra
conductivity @9–13# and biochemical composition@45# are well-
known. By demonstrating that the morphological ultrastructure
the extracellular matrix of corneal stroma is consistent with
measured hydraulic conductivity, we have demonstrated that th
structures may indeed be responsible for generating tissue
resistance. This is the first time, to our knowledge, that suc
correspondence has been made for a connective tissue, and a
gous studies will hopefully demonstrate whether a similar re
tionship can be found in other connective tissues.

The specific hydraulic conductivity of corneal stroma can
experimentally measured without utilizing the morphomet
methods described here@9,12#. However, there are a number o
tissues in the body that are important regulators of fluid transp
that are difficult to isolate so that direct measurements of hydr
lic conductivity may be made. Examples of such tissues inclu
the juxtacanalicular connective tissue of the eye~as related to
glaucoma! @5#, Bruch’s membrane~as related to age-related mac
lar degeneration! @46#, the basement membrane surrounding re
nal blood vessels~diabetes! @47#, and the glomerular basemen
membrane~kidney diseases! @48#. While biochemical analysis
provides a powerful method for making indirect determinations
specific hydraulic conductivity@6#, it necessarily assumes a ho
mogenous extracellular matrix; and in some tissues~e.g., juxta-
canalicular connective tissue! this method does not have sufficien
spatial resolution to determine the specific matrix components
are responsible for generating the flow resistance. Morphome
methods add a powerful tool that in conjunction with biochemi
methods will allow characterization of specific hydraulic condu
tivity beyond the limitations of direct hydrodynamic method
Combining this morphometric technique with immunolocalizati
APRIL 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 159
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studies could potentially identify pathologic alterations in ext
cellular matrix ultrastructure that are responsible for disrupt
transport in connective tissues.

Appendix
To estimate the specific hydraulic conductivity of the corn

stroma using Carmen-Kozeny theory, we require« anda, param-
eters that characterize the geometry of the three-dimensiona
rous medium through which fluid flows. However, the micr
graphs that we use to examine the structure of the open-spac
the corneal stroma allow us only to compute the two-dimensio
parameters«8 and a8, the result of a projection of the three
dimensional structure onto a two-dimensional image. We here
scribe how these two parameters are used, in conjunction
estimates ofD f , generated from stereo image pairs, to estimat«
and a. We follow, in general, the methodology of Underwoo
@23# and Miles @22#, although we explicitly account for the vol
ume exclusivity of the particles. We here just give a brief su
mary of the steps.

Consider a volumeV of a medium that is comprised of particle
randomlyplaced and oriented, without interpenetrating, in a thr
dimensional space. LetV5A* D f whereA is the area of the mi-
crograph. Then the total volume of solids in this medium is
2«)* A* D f and the wetted surface area isa* A* D f .

As D f increases,«8 decreases since the surface area of more
the particles are projected onto the micrograph. We consid
plane parallel to the micrograph at a distanceD f away and letn be
the number of particles per unit area that pass through this pl
If we let Ap be the average projected area of one of the partic
onto a 2D surface, then,

d«8

dDf
52

1

A (
j 51

n S dAp

dDf
D

j

~Pno! j (A1)

where Pno is the probability that projection of thejth particle
intersecting the plane atD f does not overlap with any particl
already projected.

The probability Pno can be computed as the ratio of~i! the
available space for placement ofdAp that does not overlap with
the projection of any particle already projected to~ii ! the total area
available for placement ofdAp that does not intersect any othe
particle atD f . The former quantity is«8A, while the latter is«A,
yielding Pno5«8/«.

We here introduce two probability density functions for t
particle centroid location (f V) and the particle orientation (f V)
that allow us to convert the sum in equation~A1! to an integral:

d«8

dDf
52

«8

A« EV
E

V

dAp

dDf
f V f VdVdV (A2)

where* f VdV5NV, N is the number of particles per unit volume
V is the solid angle~or orientation! of the particle, and* f VdV
51. Equation~A2! can also be expressed as

d«8

dDf
52

«8

A«

d

dDf
E

V
E

V
Apf V f VdVdV (A3)

The projected area of a convex particle with random orienta
can be related to the surface area~S! of that particle by integrating
over all orientations. This yields the Cauchy relationship@49,50#

S54E
V

Ap~V! f VdV (A4)

Recognizing that, for volume excluding particles, the surfa
area of a particle is related toa as:a5NS, we use equations~A3!
and ~A4! to find that

d«8

dDf
52

«8a

4«
(A5)
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We now seek a second differential equation that describes
a8 changes with increasingD f . This is more complicated than th
case of«8, since increasingD f can either increase or decreasea8
depending on the values of«8 anda8. Analogous to equation~A1!,
increasingD f will increase the projected perimeter of those pa
ticles that pass through the plane at a distanceD f from the pro-
jected plane. However, the increased projected area of these
ticles may also overlap the border of those particles that alre
are projected, leading to a reduction ina8 that is proportional to
the increased projected area (dAp) and to the already projecte
perimeter (â8A) that overlaps the spaces available for partic
placement («A). Letting Pp be the average projected perimeter
a particle, we find that:

da8

dDf
5

1

A (
j 51

n F S dPp

dDf
D

j

~Pno! j2S dAp

dDf
D

j

â8

« G (A6)

â8 is only a fraction of the total projected perimeter,a8, since the
increment in projected area of a particle (dAp) cannot overlap
itself nor can it overlap other particles in its same plane atD f ~due
to volume exclusivity!. Thus, â85a82aT8 whereaT8 is the pro-
jected perimeter of those particles truncated by the plane atD f .

The expected projected perimeter of any isolated particle in
secting a plane can be found asa j85(p/4)a j @25#. The projected
perimeteraT5(a j8 of all of the truncated particles atD f is re-
duced due to overlap with the particles below that plane such
aT85PnoaT . We thus find that

da8

dDf
5

1

A (
j 51

n F S dPp

dDf
D

j

~Pno! j2S dAp

dDf
D

j

a8

«
1S dAp

dDf
D

j

«8
ap

4«2G
(A7)

Then, definingDp[pAp /Pp , and following the same procedur
used to derive equation~A5!, equation~A7! becomes

da8

dDf
5

a

4« F p

Dp
«82a81«8

ap

4« G (A8)

We apply the conditions that«8(D f50)5« and a8(D f50)
5(p/4)a @25#. Solving equations~A5! and ~A8! with these con-
ditions yields equations~4a! and~4b!. The equations are similar to
those derived by Miles@22# who formulated this problem allow-
ing particles to overlap. If we relax the restrictions on volum
exclusivity, then Miles’ results are recovered.

Equations~A5! and ~A8! are different from the relationship
derived by Underwood@23# whose results did not satisfy th
boundary conditions given here. Underwood also did not cons
the volume exclusivity of the particles.

At this point, equation set~4a! and~4b! still involves an unde-
termined parameter, namely,Dp . However, by assuming that th
particles are convex, we can put tight constraints on its value
particular, for spherical particles,Dp5(3p/2)(12«)/a whereas
for cylindrical particles,Dp5(2p)(12«)/a. Assuming the par-
ticle shape to be between these two limits, the value ofDp can be
constrained as shown in equation~5!.
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